The Living, Peace
Bringing, Sending King
Craft & Game Ideas

In and Out of the Tomb ‘Stuck in the Mud Tiggy’
- With your family, play this Easter version of 'Stuck in the Mud'.
- One person is 'in' and chases the others, trying to 'tag' them.
- When 'tagged' that person must stay ‘stuck’ to the ground.
- Legs need to be enough apart that someone could crawl under.
- To be unstuck, another person crawls under their legs, they are then free.
- As crawling through legs, the person going under says ‘Jesus went in, then out of the
...tomb’, the stuck person replies ‘Jesus is alive’ and jumps. They are now free to run
...again until they are tagged again, and the same needs to happen.
Full-Size Cave / Empty Tomb Making
- Find somewhere in your house where you could make a big cave. This will act as a
...tomb.
- You could use sheets or blankets, or whatever you can to make the tomb.
- Put some spare clothes inside to represent the rags that were found by Mary, Simon
- Peter and the other disciple.
- Once all is made, reenact the scene from John 20 for yourself.
Make Your Own Story Sticks
- In the video, we used what's called ‘story sticks’. You can make these for yourself with
...light cardboard.
- Cut out three 15cm sticks and two 8.5cm sticks of cardbaord.
- Connect them with split pins, so all the pieces are connected together in one long line
...in the order 15/8.5/8.5/15/15
- Move the pieces around, to form letters, pictures.
- Watch the video again, and see if you can match the shapes that Michael was making
- We would love to see a video of your creation. You could share it to our 'Quiz Worx
...Home Delivery' Facebook group

